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The United States expects the public and domestic political opposition leaders to rally behind the president during an international crisis. This support is no longer guaranteed. The current information landscape—characterized by the rapid spread of mis- and disinformation on social media—distorts the rally ‘round the flag effect. When a future crisis unfolds, domestic actors will spread partisan misinformation to score political points while foreign adversaries sponsor disinformation capitalizing on hyperpartisanship to deepen social divisions and complicate or disrupt U.S. government responses. As a result, the United States may be unable to generate the domestic support needed to decisively respond to a threat. Recognizing this threat and preempting false narratives will help the United States avoid a situation where the intensification of popular divisions impedes U.S. responses to foreign aggression.

Introduction

For any democracy, partisan polarization is not inherently detrimental: the ability to air political discontent safeguards against impulsive government decisions, attempts to silence voices, and abuses of power. However, the United States has entered an era of hyperpartisanship. Anger and distrust motivate political decisions, and U.S. citizens increasingly fall for political mis- and disinformation.

The United States government should not expect unified domestic support during a crisis, such as the assassination of a political figure, the destruction of critical U.S. infrastructure, a major data leak, or foreign aggression against a close U.S. ally. The rise of mis- and disinformation online will change how the nation rallies around the flag.

U.S. citizens will turn to their personally curated news feeds on social media to make sense of a future attack. These users will consume news from popular partisan influencers, who politicize the crisis to score political points against the opposing party. Meanwhile, foreign and domestic disinformation campaigns will co-opt this partisan content to aggravate social divisions and discourage unity. When these actors spread false and misleading content, they reinforce each other’s narratives, eroding the integrity of democracy and jeopardizing national security.

As a result of these divisive partisan messages, the United States will see new types of rally ‘round the flag effects. These rallies will differ in intensity, including divided rallies—where the public fails to unite during a crisis—and reverse rallies—where the public turns against the executive. Weakened rallies will impair the ability of the executive to develop a cohesive response to the crisis, culminating in the gradual erosion of U.S. foreign policy credibility. At the heart of this new threat to U.S. security is the new information environment.
Social Media and the Threat of Mis- and Disinformation

Rapidly evolving technology has produced a dangerous new information environment that will jeopardize U.S. security in a future crisis. Over the next decade, increased use of social media and web-based news will amplify the rate at which U.S. citizens receive, interact with, and share false or misleading information—before, during, and after a crisis.

The Spread of False and Misleading Information on Social Media

The structure of social media and online news facilitates the rapid spread of biased and misleading content among users, influencing how the population will understand an attack against the United States or U.S. interests abroad. The production of mis- and disinformation is inexpensive, and its perceived credibility depends more on user preference, likes, and shares over evidence-based assessments.

- **Low barriers to entry.** The production of false or misleading information online no longer requires investments in writing and investigation—all users need is an internet connection and basic media literacy to produce content and build an audience.³⁴

- **New players in the political discourse.** Low barriers have given rise to an eclectic community of users that spread mis- and disinformation, including online political personalities, inauthentic accounts, bots, trolls, conspiracy theorists, media illiterate individuals, and niche celebrities, among others.⁵

- **Rapid proliferation of false content.** On Twitter, mis- and disinformation are more likely to be retweeted and travel six times as fast as truthful information.⁶ “Clickbait” titles take advantage of curiosity to drive engagement.⁷

- **Perceived credibility through social recommendation.** Social recommendation—the accumulation of likes, comments, and shares—offers news stories credibility regardless of their accuracy. These metrics propel unsubstantiated content from obscure networks to platforms used by digitally literate users.⁸

- **Ability to curate information feeds.** A defining feature of internet-based news is “selective exposure,” where users handpick content based on their individual preferences.⁹ Users tend to curate their news feeds to show agreeable political information, while limiting their exposure to counternarratives and critiques.¹⁰ Additionally, algorithms suggest self-confirming content to users in a bid to drive engagement.¹¹

The Second-Hand Nature of Information Consumption

Most individuals opt out of direct news consumption. In a survey of 1.2 million U.S. citizens, only four percent reported being “active news customers” of “front section” news.¹² Instead, most citizens receive second-hand news from online political influencers: a small group of politically
engaged individuals who package information to be entertaining and digestible. These influencers include academics, journalists, elected officials, and celebrities, among other political personalities.\textsuperscript{13}

Content from online political influencers circulates among their large audiences. Given the short, entertaining nature of their political commentary, these posts diffuse rapidly—particularly when they enter closed messaging networks like WhatsApp.\textsuperscript{14} As these posts spread, they reach users who are less politically knowledgeable and therefore ill-prepared to distinguish fact from fiction.\textsuperscript{15}

**Who Shares the News? Online Political Influencers as Partisan Filters of Information**

What is most concerning about the spread of misleading information online is not the original source of news, but rather those who share it. These intermediaries of news—or online political influencers—become partisan filters: directly consuming information, framing it along partisan lines, and sharing their interpretations to large audiences, who are primed to receive self-affirming content in their curated news feeds.

Online political influencers users have three distinct characteristics. First, they are politically engaged, which pushes them to have stronger partisan leanings and withstand exposure to disconfirming information.\textsuperscript{16} Second, these users are more likely to fall for political mis- or disinformation that supports their party or discredits their political opponents.\textsuperscript{17} Third, online political influencers often attract large followings. U.S. citizens are increasingly consulting a growing number of partisan sources for news rather than local networks or nonpartisan outlets.\textsuperscript{18}

**Figure 1: Partisan Filtering of Online Information**
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**The Entrenchment of Political Identity on Social Media**

Mis- and disinformation contribute to rigid partisan identities. After repeated exposure to political content, users strengthen their partisan identity and develop animosity towards the opposing party. To this end, they prime themselves to believe bias-confirming information during a future attack against the United States or its interests. Partisan entrenchment will dissuade some citizens from supporting the president.
Insulation of the partisan in-group. Bias-confirming sources often highlight a party’s distinct values and beliefs, which strengthens the in-group identity. Consumers of this content exhibit confirmation bias, where they seek out and share messages that align with their existing views, while ignoring—or even discrediting—contradictory information. Once shared, bias-confirming content circulates rapidly in like-minded networks.

Separation of the partisan out-group. False or misleading content tends to stereotype and demonize the opposing party, which contributes to partisan hostility. “Us vs. them” messaging precludes partisan non-commitment and pressures individuals to reject the out-group. Not only do users share these toxic messages, but social media algorithms promote these posts across networks because they attract user engagement.

Foreign and domestic disinformation campaigns play a role in intensifying these divisions. Malign actors intentionally spread false messages to pit one political party against the other. This trend has contributed to “partyism,” where the factor that provokes the most hostility online is partisanship—even over racial or ethnic identity.

The Erosion of Trust in Authoritative Institutions

Hyperpartisanship in the new information environment has risen alongside growing distrust in authoritative institutions. Skepticism of authority leads U.S. citizens to rely on sources with questionable reliability—particularly during moments of uncertainty, such as a foreign policy crisis.

For most of the 20th century, public institutions, including U.S. government agencies and large media companies, enjoyed widespread public trust to vet political information and offer important and timely insights. Today, that trust is gone. Institutions’ ability to foster a cohesive public discourse is waning due to rising partisanship, selective exposure, and the rise of mis- and disinformation on social media.

When citizens do not trust authoritative institutions to screen information for accuracy and relevance, three important consequences result. First, partisan filtering of news intensifies. Users increasingly substitute authoritative sources with their preferred online political influencers, who tend to present bias-confirming, misleading, or untrue statements. Second, conspiracy theories that question the integrity of institutions flourish. Third, citizens gravitate towards informal shadow institutions, such as militias or other alternative justice systems, which they trust to protect their interests and provide true information.

The four features of the new information environment—the rise of mis- and disinformation, filtered partisan news, entrenched political identities, and the erosion of institutional trust—will change the nature of a U.S. response to a crisis.
The Distortion of the Rally ‘Round the Flag Effect

In a future attack against the United States or U.S. interests abroad, false and misleading information from hyperpartisan actors will merge with disinformation campaigns to deepen social divisions, creating a weakened rally effect that obstructs a foreign policy response from the U.S. government.

The rally ‘round the flag effect occurs when a country’s population sets aside domestic partisan quarrels and unites to address an international crisis. For example, after Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990, a surge in unity among the U.S. public and political elites allowed the government to mobilize 500,000 troops for Operation Desert Storm—the largest U.S. war effort since the Vietnam War. This widespread public support is unlikely to occur, which complicates, negates, or reverses the formation of a rally.

In the new information environment, hyperpartisan actors will inadvertently distort rallies. Many of them will spread misinformation that discredits their political opponents, and some will unknowingly repeat tailored lies created by foreign and domestic disinformation campaigns. U.S. adversaries will boost the visibility of these messages, sowing domestic tension to suppress unity.

Driven by uncertainty, U.S. citizens will consult social media for answers. In their customized news feeds, they are then exposed to online political influencers from the left and the right, who will spread bias-confirming or false information that politicizes the crisis. Accumulating mis- and disinformation will create divergent understandings of the crisis between political rivals, pitting one group against the other. To this end, a rift in perception will lead to a rift in patriotism. U.S. citizens will choose loyalty to party over a national effort to preserve U.S. security.

Producer-end: Competing Claims Online Promote National Division

Domestic and foreign actors deliberately or unintentionally spread narratives that deepen partisan divisions. During a future crisis, false and misleading information on social media will increase dramatically. Everyday users will spread rumors in an effort to make sense of the attack, political influencers will politicize the crisis to discredit political opponents, and coordinated disinformation attacks will target online political influencers to inflame partisan divisions. Meanwhile, social media platforms will be too slow to remove false content, and they will lack sufficient information to distinguish lies from hyperpartisan interpretations of the crisis.

- **Uncoordinated guesswork.** To avoid mischaracterization or errors, authoritative sources of information have the incentive to wait before declaring the motivations and conditions that facilitated an attack. Rumors fill this gap. In the moments after a crisis, social media will see a dramatic increase in the volume and reach of false and misleading information. Those who post this content—from non-experts to journalists—will share snippets of information to their networks, often neglecting to verify sources and evidence before posting. In the throes of uncertainty and anxiety, many will make false accusations or concoct fringe conspiracy theories in an attempt to assign blame for the crisis.
Disinformation campaigns target online political influencers. Contemporary foreign disinformation strategy targets U.S. political personalities—particularly controversial news hosts and podcasters—to steer them towards spreading lies or inflammatory messages. Influencers like Joy Ann Reid on the left or Tucker Carlson on the right have large trusting audiences, which makes them highly effective messengers to spread an adversary’s falsehoods. In addition to fashioning narratives, foreign actors also amplify homegrown U.S. disinformation to deepen partisan divisions. However, not all disinformation is foreign. Domestic extremist groups like QAnon may co-opt the crisis to spread conspiracy theories that attempt to achieve racially or politically motivated goals.

The rise of partisan narratives. Online political influencers are the key players who transmit partisan narratives to U.S. citizens in a crisis. Not only are these individuals targeted by disinformation campaigns to validate rumors and promote lies, but many also create their own mis- and disinformation. However, the impact of their content—jeopardizing U.S. national security—is likely unintentional. Their cognitive biases lead them to believe misinformation consistent with their prior beliefs, which they then broadcast online. Additionally, a crisis is an opportunity for opposition leaders to score political points against the governing party. If they frame the conflict as the government’s mistake or a deliberate political maneuver, they can win support for their party.

Delayed and unclear online regulation. Social media platforms are unable to moderate all content—especially in a time-sensitive crisis situation. During this critical period, social media companies face two major obstacles. First, automatic tools designed to monitor mis- and disinformation are unsophisticated, slow, and inconsistent across platforms. Second, these platforms will be unable to judge the truthfulness of information given that the lion’s share of incoming intelligence is classified. As a result, social media will only be able to remove outrageous propaganda that is unlikely to fool U.S. citizens—pernicious lies and misleading statements will remain.

Consumer-end: Individual Vulnerabilities Distort Political Realities

During an international crisis, the spread of mis- and disinformation does not end with producers. Given the desire to make sense of an unfamiliar situation, a flood of users will consult their handpicked selection of news sources online. Partisan filtering will expose them to skewed information and impact their attitudes towards the crisis and the president’s response.

Vulnerability during sensemaking. Users will scour the internet to make sense of a crisis, attempting to evaluate the danger of the threat and any motivations behind it—often before the answers are clear to anyone. During this assessment period, widespread uncertainty will drive users to believe simple, bias-confirming information. This vulnerability is particularly pronounced for politically disengaged users who receive most news second-hand—the majority of U.S. citizens. These users are more likely to fall victim to divisive information from online political influencers who produce much of the content initially available online.
• **Trust in in-group partisan leaders.** Facing uncertainty, users will gravitate towards sources that they perceive as credible: online political influencers. These voices earn more trust for two general reasons. First, users are more likely to trust non-experts when traditional sources are unavailable during a crisis, or when institutional trust is low. Second, influencers present like-minded followers with information that appeals to their pre-existing beliefs and offers a simple explanation for a complex situation. Initial impressions stick, so once users receive this partisan information, they resist changing their beliefs when conflicting information arises.

• **Emergence of distorted political realities.** Partisan narratives that feature false or misleading claims will create divergent understandings of the crisis among different partisan groups. With time, they will become increasingly dissimilar. On one hand, the governing party will positively interpret the administration’s role in the crisis: the president will represent U.S. interests and protect citizens as commander-in-chief. On the other hand, members of the opposition will negatively portray the administration: the president is not a leader, but rather an incompetent who mishandled the crisis, facilitated its onset, or is exaggerating its danger for political goals.

• **The alignment of patriotism with party.** A rift in political realities creates a rift in patriotism. Unified support for the administration in a crisis is unlikely. When opposition elites and their constituencies perceive the president as part of the problem, they will not rally behind the administration. In fact, rallying behind the president may be seen as a betrayal of their party: it would be unpatriotic to support a leader when citizens believe this individual is inept and responsible for compromising U.S. national security.

When U.S. citizens align their interpretations of the crisis with false or misleading partisan messaging, the United States may not experience a traditional rally, which is characterized by an increase in presidential approval ratings and a rise in patriotic fervor. Some U.S. citizens will withhold support from the president.

---

### Divided Patriotism: New Models of the Rally Effect

The potential for a distorted rally ‘round the flag effect necessitates new models of public support during a crisis. Three types of weakened rallies will follow future crises in the United States: the reverse rally, the divided rally, and the limited traditional rally.

#### Type 1: Reverse Rally

A reverse rally is the worst-case scenario: an international crisis turns U.S. citizens against the government. The opposition criticizes the administration’s policy response and questions its ability to protect the country’s interests. In this polarized environment, many independents turn against
the president. This lack of support impairs the ability of the United States to respond to the threat, jeopardizing national security for all citizens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Behavior During a Reverse Rally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governing Party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opposition Party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Partisans</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political Outcome</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Type 2: Divided Rally**

A divided rally occurs when an international crisis splits the country along partisan lines. False or misleading messaging prompts users to equate patriotism with acceptance of a partisan position. A lack of bipartisan consensus gridlocks foreign policy decisions, threatening U.S. security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Behavior During a Divided Rally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governing Party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opposition Party</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Partisans</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political Outcome</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Type 3: Limited Traditional Rally

A limited traditional rally features some national unity, but to a lesser extent than in the past. For this type of rally to occur, the crisis must pose sufficient danger to the country so that U.S. citizens and some partisan opinion leaders shy away from criticism of the president, creating a small boost in support. Tepid bipartisan support emerges for some foreign policy decisions, despite the continued chatter, speculation, and disinformation spreading online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Political Behavior During a Limited Traditional Rally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governing Party</td>
<td>Most rally behind the executive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposition Party</td>
<td>Some fail to rally behind the executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Partisans</td>
<td>Some fail to rally behind the executive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Outcome</td>
<td>Half or a slight majority of the population rallies and the president remains largely unsupported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These new models of the rally effect explain why some U.S. citizens will refuse to commit support to the president when hyperpartisan mis- and disinformation circulates on social media. The type of rally that occurs depends on the type of attack. The nature of some crises makes citizens more (or less) vulnerable to convincing mis- and disinformation.

Factors Affecting a Rally’s Duration and Intensity

How U.S. citizens perceive the danger of a crisis will impact their propensity to rally. If the crisis includes conventional warfare that stirs up a historical memory of conflict with an adversary, the government is more likely to experience a limited traditional rally over a reverse or divided rally. Depending on which party is in power, the population may be more likely to split in a rally.

- Striking visuals of destruction. Attacks that are swift, feature evocative images of destruction, and are easily attributable to an adversary will encourage unity.\(^{59}\) Meanwhile, gray-zone warfare—including cyberattacks—result in less physical destruction and often lack clear attribution.\(^{60}\) Despite the danger that these attacks may pose to U.S. citizens, a reverse or divided rally is highly likely for gray-zone warfare. When the adversary is initially unseen, rumors and false narratives are difficult to discredit.\(^{61}\)
• **National memory.** A conventional attack against the United States may trigger memories of past disputes with an adversary, which may increase the propensity to rally. However, there is little historical precedent for gray-zone warfare and cyberattacks. These types of conflicts have few historical parallels in the United States, making them more likely to spawn divisive narratives.

• **Which party controls the executive branch.** The reception of political information is notably different for Republicans and Democrats, which affects how likely they are to encounter and believe mis- and disinformation. There is a subgroup of conservative Republicans whose media diets are highly isolated, increasing the likelihood of a weakened rally when the executive is controlled by the Democratic party.

Adversaries are increasingly using gray-zone warfare against the United States, which increases the chances that U.S. national unity will fracture given these attacks’ lack of physical destruction and historical precedent. In fact, some adversaries will likely choose gray zone attacks because they exploit internal fragility in U.S. politics and decrease the potential for a rally.

### Political Implications of Weakened Rallies

Weakened rally effects will have far-reaching consequences for the United States. They will amplify domestic polarization and impede attempts to craft and implement foreign policy.

### Domestic Consequences: Destabilizing National Depolarization

Throughout U.S. history, partisan polarization has often declined following rallies triggered by interstate wars, such as the bipartisan consensus following World War II. However, a weak rally will not only fail to foster national unity but will also deepen political divides and increase the potency of future mis- and disinformation.

- **Interruption of a moment for national unity.** U.S. history has featured periods of polarization and depolarization, with major international crises—most notably World War II—dampening partisan tensions and generating consensus about U.S. foreign policy. However, a weakened rally will deviate from this trend and spoil an opportunity for the public and domestic opposition leaders to identify a bipartisan national interest.

- **Deepened polarization and the threat to democracy.** Divided patriotism during a weakened rally can amplify affective polarization in the United States. Already, partisan divides have undermined U.S. democratic processes, most prominently during the January 6th Capitol insurrection to overturn the 2020 election results. If partisan tensions continue to rise, they can chip away at U.S. democracy by weakening institutions, decreasing election credibility, and incentivizing power grabs by the executive. In the most extreme scenario, hyperpartisanship after a reverse rally may boil over into domestic conflict.
Reinforcement of the golden age of conspiracy theories. A divided rally would create a vicious cycle of false and misleading media consumption. First, partisan mis- and disinformation catalyze public distrust of the government or other information authorities. Second, this lack of institutional credibility drives users to seek out bias-confirming sources, which often feature unverified information or conspiracy theories. Third, these theories reinforce citizens’ distrust of information authorities, repeating the cycle.70

Foreign Policy Consequences: Weak National Defense and the Erosion of U.S. Credibility

Weakened rallies will complicate all stages of a U.S. response to an attack: the decision to respond, the timing of a response, the available resources for a response, and the ability to sustain the response. Mis- and disinformation not only complicate or interrupt decision-making, but also leave the United States vulnerable to a follow-up attack. Overall, a weak foreign policy response can lead the international community to discredit future U.S. foreign policy commitments.

- Limited and delayed U.S. response. Divided public sentiment will delay the decision to respond to foreign aggression. The lack of domestic consensus in Congress will leave foreign policy gridlocked, and a lack of support from the U.S. public will constrain the president’s ability to spend U.S. tax dollars or mobilize troops, postponing any action.

- Incentive for expanded executive power. In a weakened rally, the president may expand executive power to skirt public or congressional support for military action. This consolidation of power may resemble the Authorization for Use of Military Force used to retaliate after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.71 Not only could domestic divisions encourage power grabs, but they also incentivize a lack of government transparency. In order to maintain public support, the executive may attempt to downplay negative information about a crisis, similar to politicians from both parties during the COVID-19 pandemic.72

- Fewer resources available to sustain U.S. action. A U.S. response to an international crisis is highly vulnerable to partisan politicization, particularly if the administration seeks internal political change or humanitarian intervention. The U.S. public is already skeptical of these responses.73 Divided public support would wear away at the executive and potentially bring about a premature withdrawal of troops or rollback of sanctions, among other failed commitments. Domestic hostility from a weakened rally may mirror the negative public sentiment towards President Clinton’s intervention in Haiti in 1994 following the Black Hawk Down incident in Somalia in 1993.74

- Increased vulnerability to a follow-up attack. A delayed, weak, or absent response from the U.S. government leaves the population vulnerable to continued conflict. Without swift action to mobilize troops, safeguard infrastructure, or identify cyber vulnerabilities, adversaries have an opportunity to launch additional offensive maneuvers.

- Continued erosion of U.S. credibility. If the United States cannot unite its citizens to address threats to its security or national interest, its status as a global leader will continue to crumble.75 The failure to respond to a crisis or the early termination of a foreign policy
response would signal that the United States is unable to consistently deliver on its promises to allies or follow through on its threats against adversaries. Future U.S. foreign policy could become a pattern of failed commitments resembling President Obama’s refusal to respond to Syria despite drawing a “red line” against chemical weapons.\(^76\)

Failed rallies and foreign policy gridlock will upend the ability of the United States to respond to a threat, including mobilization for defense. However, the government can take action to avoid domestic upheaval between the governing and opposition parties during an international crisis.

---

**Options to Manage a Divided U.S. Public**

*When democratic governments pollute the information space with manipulated content, they risk eroding these ideas and the authority of their own institutions.*

—Jessica Brandt, 2021\(^77\)

The U.S. foreign policy community can discourage reverse and divided rallies before and after a crisis. Before a crisis, the United States government can release intelligence that exposes what false or misleading rumors that are likely to emerge. Immediately after the onset of a crisis, any statements from the government must be transparent and appeal to universal values (e.g., national defense and the safety of democracy), in order to minimize partisan fallout.

**Prebunking Mis- and Disinformation with Intelligence**

If U.S. citizens receive warnings about the rumors or propaganda they may encounter online, they will be less likely to believe such content when it appears on social media.\(^78\) This strategy—prebunking—can help inoculate the population against information operations during a crisis.

In the future, the United States intelligence community can replicate its unprecedented intelligence sharing that occurred before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022.\(^79\) This intelligence exposed false narratives that the Kremlin planned to use to justify its invasion, and it successfully thwarted some of Putin’s plans while strengthening NATO unity.\(^80\) For adversaries planning information operations, prebunking can deter them from spending resources to proliferate false narratives.

To restore trust and preserve unity, the U.S. government must balance its efforts to share intelligence with the need to protect classified information. Washington must also avoid the perception that it is doctoring the facts for political aims. To safeguard against perceptions of information manipulation, friends and allies can coordinate intelligence releases to corroborate claims from the U.S. government.\(^81\)

Prebunking is a powerful defense against false information but is ineffective for biased or misleading information—prebunking exposes lies, not partisan slants. Bipartisan messaging can help the executive avoid the perception that it is doctoring up a self-serving narrative.
Filling the Information Vacuum with Universal Messaging

The administration can promote universal U.S. values in its messaging to boost its credibility and steer citizens away from questionable sources of information that confirm their partisan biases. This approach requires calculated steps to avoid misperception from the opposition party.

- **Defending the nation.** When issuing a statement about a crisis, the U.S. government can communicate that partisan attacks undermine the interests of both Republicans and Democrats and endanger national security. To appeal to hawks, the administration can emphasize that an unwillingness to approve funding constrains the use of U.S. military force. To appeal to doves, the White House can argue that divided rallies undercut the ability of the United States to issue credible statements in diplomacy with other states.

- **Establishing a timeline of domestic costs.** To dampen the intensity of a reverse or divided rally, the United States can manage and galvanize the public’s patriotic commitment to a crisis. First, the executive should promote transparency and signal the necessary domestic costs for a U.S. response, including the commitment of troops or spending of tax dollars. Second, the executive must stress the urgency and patriotic responsibility of these domestic sacrifices to uphold U.S. democracy. Otherwise, opposition leaders and digital political influencers can discredit the administration for downplaying future public burdens.

For both pre-bunking information and universal messaging, the U.S. government can increase its chances of creating unity by using multiple channels of information to reach users according to age, technological literacy, partisan identity, and political involvement.

**Conclusion**

When responding to a crisis, public unity is essential for the United States to create an efficient and decisive response to an urgent security threat. In the new information environment, the United States cannot expect unified domestic support. With a divided or reverse rally, the executive will face a dual challenge: trying to defend the nation, while simultaneously battling upheaval among domestic partisans spurred by mis- and disinformation. Partisan mis- and disinformation will dog the administration, complicating the response to an attack against U.S. territory, citizens, or interests. Understanding the nature of reverse, divided, and limited traditional rallies is essential to safeguarding U.S. security in moments when national unity is imperative.
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